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VTT – beyond the obvious

Why nuclear?
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District heating in Finland & Europe
District heating is the most common form of heating in Finland:
I

Transition from local heating boilers to district heating occurred
after the oil crises in the 1970’s

I

Currently district heating covers 50% of Finnish houses and
residential and commercial buildings (total production ∼40 TWh/a)

I

District heating networks in 166 municipalities, largest capacity in
Helsinki (peak demand ∼ 2500 MW)

Major contributor to CO2 emissions:
I

More than 80% of domestic electricity from low-carbon sources1

I

Coal is still used for co-generation of heat and power, especially in
large cities

I

Two years ago the Finnish government issued a moratorium for
coal in energy production by 2029

1 35% nuclear, 19% hydro, 18% biomass, 9% wind, 0.2% solar
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District heating in Finland & Europe
Demand for low-carbon heat is not limited to Finland:
I

Total heat market in Europe is around 5000 TWh/a

I

300–400 TWh/a of district heating to be replaced with
low-carbon production

I

Existing networks especially in Eastern and Central
Europe

It is important to note that the heat market is fundamentally
different from electricity:
I

No nationwide / international distribution network

I

Heat is both produced and consumed locally

I

Heat market consists of hundreds of small,
medium-sized and large networks
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The nuclear option: history
Nuclear energy was first proposed for district heating in Finland already in the 1970’s:2
I

Feasibility studies coordinated by VTT in 1970–1973

I

Cost evaluation for a mid-size nuclear district heating plant based on conventional
LWR technology

Swedish-Finnish SECURE project: (Safe Environmentally Clean Urban REactor)
I

Innovative 200 MW passively safe district heating reactor

I

Elimination of large emergency planning zones by underground siting

I

Project was started in 1976 and continued until the 1980’s

The nuclear option was considered a mature and economically viable alternative to
fossil fuels already in the 1970’s. Eventually the choice was coal, which is now being
phased out for climate reasons.
2 The idea of using nuclear energy for district heating is not new. Reactors have been used for co-generation of heat and power in Bulgaria, China, Hungary, Russia,

Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland and the Ukraine (more than 50 reactors in total). China is actively pursuing several district heating reactor technologies.
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The nuclear option: present day
Nuclear energy has been included as an option in more recent
techno-economical studies as well:3
I

A case study involving the DHR network of Helsinki after
the coal ban of 2030

I

NuScale CHP and Chinese DHR-400 considered as
reactor options

I

Competition with biomass, heat pumps, waste heat and
remaining fossil capacity

The main conclusion of the study was that nuclear energy is an
economically viable option for district heating, and under certain
conditions, even the cheapest one.

3 T. Lindroos, at al. “A techno-economic assessment of NuScale and DHR-400 reactors in a district heating and cooling grid.” Energy Sources, Part B: Economics,
Planning, and Policy, 14 (2019) 13–24. (https://doi.org/10.1080/15567249.2019.1595223)
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The nuclear option: present day

A closer look at the district heating market reveals a challenge related to the scale of heat production:
I

No nationwide distribution network – a nuclear co-generation plant or 400 MW DH reactor could serve
Helsinki and a few other larger cities

I

In addition there are more than 100 DH networks in Finland with a total capacity of 50–200 MW.

Most conceptual SMR designs are actually too large for the Finnish district heating needs!
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District heating reactor technology
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Operating conditions

The operating parameters of the district heating network are strongly dependent on outside temperature:
I

Inlet temperature varies between 65–120◦ C

I

Peak temperatures are reached for a few days each year

I

Considerable seasonal variation in demand

This temperature range can be reached using any reactor technology, including conventional LWRs.
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Operating conditions
Nuclear reactors can be used for co-generation without major modifications in technology. However, designing
a reactor specifically for district heating has certain additional advantages:
I

Small unit size (almost 100% efficiency)

I

No turbine cycle

I

Operating temperature can be reached at < 10 bar pressure (compared to ∼150 bar in PWRs)
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VTT’s district heating reactor project
The district heating reactor project was launched at VTT in
February 2020:
I

Goal is to design a nuclear district heating plant for the
Finnish market

I

Modular design to serve small, medium-size and large
district heating networks

Technical boundary conditions:
I

Passive safety, taking advantage of low operating
temperature and pressure

I

Conservative technology – no unconventional features,
materials or manufacturing techniques

I

No additional effort or new expertise required from the
regulator

I

Compatible with the Finnish final disposal concept
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Low-temperature District Heating and Desalination Reactor
The technology developed at VTT has now been named the
“Low-temperature District heating and desalination Reactor” (LDR):
I

The reference LDR-50 reactor module produces 50 MW of
heat at 65–120◦ C temperature

I

Connection to district heating network via an intermediate
circuit and two heat exchangers

I

District heating plant may be constructed of one or several
independent 50 MW modules

Several urban siting options under consideration:
I

Conventional above-ground building on an industrial site

I

Underground rock cavern

I

Retro-fitting into a decommissioned fossil plant
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Low-temperature District Heating and Desalination Reactor
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A few notes on reactor safety
All LWRs can be designed to be inherently stable:4
I

Increase in temperature leads to decrease in power (negative
feedback)

I

Chain reaction is a slow and stable process, that requires no
active control from automation or operating personnel

I

Reactor adjusts itself to a power level where heat production
and cooling are in balance

The major safety design challenges are instead related to cooling
and decay heat:
I

Radioactive decay of short-lived isotopes produces considerable amount of heat

I

Reactor core must be cooled even after the chain reaction is terminated

4 The stability requirement covers also currently operating reactors, and is written in the regulatory guidelines (YVLB.4) as: “The combined effect of the nuclear reactor’s

physical feedbacks shall be such that it mitigates the increase in reactor power in normal operation as well as in anticipated operational occurrences and accidents in
which an initiating event causes a reactivity increase or compromises nuclear fuel cooling.”
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LDR-50 reactor module

The LDR-50 reactor module relies on passive integrated design:
I

All main components integrated inside the pressure vessel

I

No pumps – water circulates from core to heat exchangers by natural convection

I

Core outlet temperature 120◦ C at 5 bar pressure (scalable)

Passive safety features:
I

No large pipes or penetrations – large-break LOCA eliminated by design

I

Reactor vessel enclosed inside an outer containment vessel, which acts as the outermost
defense-in-depth release barrier

I

Reactor module submerged in a large pool of water, which acts as the heat sink

Most SMR designs rely on passive systems for decay heat removal. In this concept, passive
cooling is accomplished without any mechanical moving parts (next slide).
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LDR-50 reactor module: passive cooling function

85°C

Normal operation:

>100°C

Passive heat removal mode:

I

Heat is removed from the reactor via primary heat
exchangers

I

When the active heat removal route is
compromised, temperature begins to rise

I

Water temperature at the bottom of the reactor
vessel is below 100◦ C

I

Water inside the containment vessel begins to boil

I

I

Reactor remains thermally isolated from the pool
(heat losses < 1%)

Steam is condensed on the cool outer wall of the
containment vessel, forming an efficient cooling
path into the pool
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LDR-50 reactor module: core design
The reactor core is essentially a conventional PWR-type SMR:
I

17 x 17 PWR or VVER-1000/1200 fuel assemblies, truncated to
100–150 cm active height

I

37 assemblies in core

I

Fuel enrichment 2–3%

I

Reactivity control by control rods and burnable absorber, no soluble
boron

Specific features:
I

Fuel, cladding and coolant temperatures are significantly lower
compared to traditional PWRs

I

Low power density – low decay heat production

I

Low discharge burnup

I

2–3 year reloading interval (assuming 75% load factor)
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Analyses
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Computational tools
The design and safety analyses for the LDR-50 reactor module are performed using state-of-the-art
computational tools developed at VTT.
Kraken:
I

Multi-physics framework developed for coupled
core-level analyses using high-fidelity and
reduced-order methods

I

Used for various core design tasks

Apros:
I

Dynamic process simulator developed for
modeling nuclear power plants and other
complex systems

I

Used for plant-scale design and safety
analyses
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Example results: core design
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Figure 1: Left: cold shut-down margin, Right: fuel and moderator feedback coefficients.
Core design tasks involve simulating reactor operation over several cycles:
I

Determining cycle length, power profile, temperatures, etc.

I

Evaluation of safety margins: shut-down margin, control rod ejection worth, feedback-coefficients, etc.
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Example results: safety analyses
The passive safety functions were evaluated in
various scenarios, including a full-scale SBO:5
I

Fukushima-type initiating event, where all
active cooling functions are permanently lost

I

Heat removal through primary heat exchangers
stops and reactor switches to passive mode

I

Temperature increases until containment water
begins to boil (after ∼6 hours)

I

Pool temperature increases by 20◦ C in 7 days,
but not active measures required to maintain
temperatures at a safe level

Other simulated scenarios: reactivity transient, primary coolant leak. All scenarios were repeated without
reactor shut-down (ATWS).6
6 Station Black-Out
6 Anticipated Transient Without Scram
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Future work
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Next steps
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The pre-conceptual design phase was completed by the end of 2020, and the project is moving towards
engineering design:
I

Simulations involving realistic operating scenarios

I

Design and optimization of primary heat exchangers with LUT University

I

...
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Challenges of using nuclear energy for district heating

The challenges of using nuclear energy for district heating are more than technical:
I

Public opinion on nuclear energy is positive, but are we ready for urban reactors?

I

The current licensing procedure is not ideal for SMRs in general, and there are major open questions in
particular related to EPZs.

I

Techno-economic analyses show promising results, but the heat market is new for nuclear, and new
business models are needed.
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Thank you for your attention!

Questions? – Jaakko.Leppanen@vtt.fi
Blog (fissioreaktori.wordpress.com):
Ydinenergia ja kaukolämpö
Suomalainen kaukolämpöreaktori – osa 1
Suomalainen kaukolämpöreaktori – osa 2
Suomalainen kaukolämpöreaktori – osa 3
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